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Abstract— Using a well-calibrated computational frame-
work, we reveal a complex interplay between the device
design and the epi-stack parameters, which determines the
electron trapping in the carbon-doped GaN buffer, leading
to dynamic ON resistance (RON) in AlGaN/GaN HEMTs. The
parameters being considered here are surface trap concen-
tration, passivation thickness, field plate length, uninten-
tionally doped (UID) GaN channel thickness, strain-induced
piezoelectric polarization in the AlGaN layer, buffer traps,
and carbon–Si co-doping of the GaN buffer. The role of
surface traps in determining the extent of electron injection
and trapping in the GaN buffer is revealed. Furthermore, its
dependence on piezoelectric polarization in the AlGaN layer
and implications on dynamic RON is discussed. Correlation
among the passivation thickness, the field plate length, and
the UID channel thickness affecting the channel electric field
profile is explored, which, in turn, determines the extent of
electron injection into the GaN buffer and eventually the
extent of the dynamic RON degradation. This work also
develops detailed physical insights explaining the mech-
anisms responsible for the disclosed complex interplay.
This allowed us to discuss buffer-doping optimization to
minimize electron trapping in the GaN buffer and resulting
dynamic RON while maximizing the breakdown voltage of
the device. These new findings are expected to provide
guidelines to design dynamic RON resilient HEMTs and also
to explain experimental trends associated with dynamic
RON behavior as a function of the device and epi-stack
parameters.

Index Terms— AlGaN/GaN HEMTs, breakdown voltage,
dynamic ON resistance, GaN buffer doping.
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I. INTRODUCTION

TRAPPING in carbon-doped (C-doped) GaN buffer is
known to introduce significantly dynamic ON resistance

(dynamic RON) in AlGaN/GaN HEMTs [1], [2]. Given the
high-voltage blocking capability offered by C-doping of GaN
buffer, significant efforts have been made in the past to
understand the mechanisms leading to dynamic RON and to
mitigate this issue in AlGaN/GaN HEMTs [1], [2], [3], [4],
[5], [6], [7], [8]. Surface and buffer optimization proposed
in these works have improved dynamic RON performance to
some extent. However, the physical mechanism governing the
observed performance improvement is not well understood.
A lack of understanding of the underlying physical mechanism
limits the design space exploration and, hence, limits the
device’s performance. Moreover, novel processes associated
with the trapping in the GaN buffer, such as the presence of
a time-dependent critical drain stress voltage observed in the
dynamic RON behavior of the device [2], require a compre-
hensive analysis of the impact of device design parameters on
trapping in the GaN buffer and dynamic RON of the device.

Our recent works [9], [10] have established a complex inter-
play between surface and buffer parameters in determining
the AlGaN/GaN HEMT device performance, which makes
the design space exploration a non-trivial task. Impact of
OFF-state electric field on dynamic RON has been discussed
earlier in [11]. However, it does not discuss how device
design parameters and their interplay can affect electric field
conditions and the dynamic RON of the device. This establishes
the requirement of a comprehensive analysis to determine
the impact of device design parameters and their interplay in
determining the dynamic RON behavior of the device.

Using a computational capability to accurately estimate
dynamic RON, this work reports a physics-based analysis of the
impact of device design and epi-stack parameters on electron
trapping in the GaN buffer and, hence, dynamic RON of the
device. Correlation between different design parameters in
determining dynamic RON behavior of the device is analyzed
to enable complete design space exploration for reducing
trapping in the GaN buffer and minimizing dynamic RON of the
device. Furthermore, considering the impact of carbon–silicon
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Fig. 1. (a) Schematic of the Schottky-gated AlGaN/GaN HEMT device
on a C-doped GaN on Si power stack used in this work. (b) Schematic
depicting the mechanism of electron trapping in the C-doped GaN buffer
leading to dynamic RON in AlGaN/GaN HEMTs. The green region and
blue arrows depict the potential depletion region and current leakage
path, respectively.

co-doping of the GaN buffer on breakdown voltage (VBD) of
the device [12], its optimization with respect to VBD as well as
dynamic RON is discussed in correlation with other parameters.
Such a device design analysis covering dynamic RON as well
as breakdown voltage of the device is largely missing in the
literature.

This article is organized as follows. Section II discusses the
device structure and computational setup. Section III discusses
the device design and GaN buffer parameters along with their
correlation in determining dynamic RON. Physical insights
into the observed dynamic RON behavior are also provided.
Section IV discusses GaN buffer doping in correlation with
device design parameters to optimize VBD as well as dynamic
RON of the device. Finally, Section V concludes the work.

II. DEVICE STRUCTURE AND COMPUTATIONAL SETUP

Fig. 1(a) shows the Schottky-gated AlGaN/GaN HEMT
structure on a C-doped GaN-on-Si epi-stack used in this
work. The device structure is similar to the one fabricated
in our earlier works [2], [13] and showed excellent device
characteristics with a VTH of −0.8 V, an ION of 120 mA/mm
at a VGS of 2 V, and an ION/IOFF ratio of 107 [2]. Moreover, a
simulation setup is developed here for estimating the dynamic
RON performance of the device and exhibited good agreement
with the experimental data.

1) Carrier Transport and Dynamic RON Estimation: Carrier
transport was modeled using drift–diffusion along with trap-
assisted transport (TAT) for capturing carrier injection into
the C-doped GaN buffer. A self-compensating trap profile
was considered within the C-doped GaN buffer with the
Poole Frenkel model-based field-dependent cross sections for
capturing TAT and trapping in the C-doped GaN buffer.
A constant self-compensation ratio of C-doping-induced traps,
with an acceptor trap concentration (BTacceptor) of 1018 cm−3

and a donor trap concentration (BTdonor) of 3 × 1016 cm−3,
enabled us to achieve good estimate for dynamic RON behavior.
Moreover, the OFF-state stressing of the device allowed us
to neglect lattice and carrier heating. Furthermore, drain and
source contacts were modeled as Schottky contacts with lower
work function and highly doped region in the contact prox-
imity for accurate contact modeling [14]. Schottky gate with
tunneling at the gate contact and a surface trap concentration of

3 × 1013 cm−2 enabled us to capture gate leakage dynam-
ics [14] properly. Polarization charge in the device was
estimated as follows: qpol = actpol.∇−→

P , where actpol is a
parameter for estimating piezoelectric polarization component,
and

−→
P is the polarization vector evaluated, as discussed

in [14]. In this work, piezoelectric charge in the AlGaN
layer (σpiezo,AlGaN) is varied by changing actpol,AlGaN (within
the AlGaN layer) to account for changes in the piezoelectric
polarization in the AlGaN layer. Further details about the com-
putational setup can be found in our earlier works [9], [14].
The dynamic RON was extracted by a measure-stress-measure
cycle. Pristine RON (RPristine) was measured before stressing
the device in the OFF state. During the stress cycle, drain was
biased at VDS-Stress for 100 μs with VGS = VTH − 2 V [2].
RON was also measured immediately after the stress cycle
(RPost-Stress) to calculate dynamic RON as (RPost-Stress −
RPristine)/RPristine × 100%. RON is measured by taking inverse
slope of the output characteristics at a VDS of 0.25 and 0.5 V
with VGS = 1 V. VDS-Stress is varied in subsequent cycles to
obtain dynamic RON as a function of VDS-Stress. An LGD of
15 μm with an LFP of 1 μm is assumed for device analysis,
unless stated otherwise.

2) VBD Estimation: Besides dynamic RON estimation, the
simulations also evaluated OFF-state VBD of the device.
Chynoweth law, calibrated for AlGaN/GaN HEMTs [9], [15],
was used for estimating OFF-state VBD of the devices. Here,
VBD is defined as the OFF-state drain voltage where the drain
current reaches 10 μA/mm [16]. Furthermore, the substrate
terminal was grounded for all the analyses.

III. IMPACT OF CHANNEL ELECTRIC FIELD MODULATION

ON DYNAMIC RON IN AlGaN/GaN HEMTS:
CORRELATION WITH DEVICE PARAMETERS

Dynamic RON due to ionization of C-doping-induced traps in
the GaN buffer depends on two processes: 1) hole emission [1]
and 2) electron trapping [2], [13]. The hole emission process
is known to be thermally activated and depends on applied
drain voltage, stress time, and device temperature [1]. On the
other hand, electron trapping is discussed in our earlier work
[2] and is summarized in Fig. 1(b). As shown in the figure,
electrons injected into the GaN buffer, through source–drain or
gate leakage, get trapped in the C-doped GaN buffer near the
gate or FP edge. Electric field magnitude near the gate/FP edge
determines the concentration of electrons getting trapped near
these edges and, hence, determines the dynamic RON of the
device. Device parameters affecting electric field distribution
and their impact on hole emission and electron trapping are
discussed in this section.

A. Surface Donor Trap Concentration (STdonor) and
Piezoelectric Polarization in the AlGaN Layer

1) Impact on Dynamic RON: Surface donor traps and piezo-
electric polarization in the AlGaN layer are known to affect
nS , channel electric field, and VBD of the device [9], [14].
σpiezo,AlGaN or actpol,AlGaN is determined by the strain buildup in
the AlGaN layer during the growth process. On the other hand,
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Fig. 2. Dynamic RON of the device extracted as a function of VDS-Stress for different surface donor trap concentrations and an actpol,AlGaN of (a) 0.5,
(b) 0.6, and (c) 0.7. Average (d) ionized buffer acceptor trap concentration and (e) electron trapping and hole emission rate extracted in a window
W1 within the C-doped GaN buffer. The average values are extracted for a constant actpol,AlGaN of 0.6.

surface donor trap concentration can be effectively modulated
by adopting a suitable surface passivation technique [9], [13].
Given that these parameters can modulate channel electric
field conditions, their impact on the dynamic RON behavior
of the device was evaluated. The parameters discussed here
are chosen so as to have a minimum impact on VBD, resulting
in a fixed VBD of ≈600 V. The impact of these parameters
on VBD of the device is discussed in detail in our previous
works [9]. The impact of these parameters on dynamic RON

of the device is shown in Fig. 2(a)–(c). The figures show the
presence of a critical VDS-Stress (Vcr) beyond which dynamic
RON of the device increases drastically, which is similar to
Vcr observed experimentally in [2]. Fig. 2(a) further shows
that as the surface donor trap concentration is reduced while
maintaining a constant actpol,AlGaN, the dynamic RON and Vcr

of the device improve. On the other hand, as actpol,AlGaN is
increased, Fig. 2(b) and (c) indicates that a lower STdonor

should now be achieved to improve the dynamic RON of the
device. Furthermore, these figures indicate that the dynamic
RON of the device again improves, as STdonor is increased
beyond a certain value. It should be noted that the surface traps
can have a different impact on dynamic RON of the device, if it
is stressed in the semi-ON state [17]. This is attributed to the
presence of a high density of hot electrons in the semi-ON

state, which can trigger trapping in the surface traps.
2) Underlying Physical Mechanism: Fig. 2(a)–(c) shows a

significant dependence of dynamic RON and Vcr of the device
on STdonor, while a change in STdonor is expected to modulate
the absolute value of dynamic RON of the device; however,
Vcr has a dependence on trapping in the GaN buffer [2].
Fig. 2(d) compares the average ionized BTacceptor as a func-
tion of STdonor. It shows a significant reduction in ionized
BTacceptor, as STdonor is reduced. This establishes ionized
BTacceptor and STdonor to be correlated. To understand this cor-
relation, different sources of increase in ionized BTacceptor, i.e.,
electron trapping and hole emission, are analyzed. Fig. 2(e)
compares the electron trapping (etrapping) and hole emission
(hemission) rates as a function of VDS-Stress for different values
of STdonor. The figure shows hemission to be independent of
STdonor. Furthermore, hemission does not exhibit any Vcr, such
as stress voltage, beyond which it increases significantly.
On the other hand, etrapping exhibits the Vcr-like phenomena
and a STdonor dependence, which is similar to that of ionized
BTacceptor, as seen in Fig. 2(d). This establishes etrapping to
be responsible for observed dependence of dynamic RON on
STdonor. The increase in etrapping with STdonor can be explained

Fig. 3. (a) Lateral electric field extracted along a cutline C� for different
STdonor values. (b) Channel electron density, extracted by bringing the
device to initial stress condition post a 250-V stress cycle, for different
values of STdonor. actpol,AlGaN = 0.6 is considered here. Inset: 2-DEG
density (ns) as a function of STdonor and actpol,AlGaN.

by considering lateral channel electric field as a function of
STdonor, as shown in Fig. 3(a). It shows a relaxation in field
peak near the FP edge, as STdonor is reduced. A reduction
in field peak near the FP edge reduces buffer trap ionization
probability and, hence, improves the dynamic RON of the
device, as STdonor is reduced.

Fig. 2(b) and (c) further depicts an improvement in dynamic
RON of the device, as STdonor is increased beyond a certain
value. However, the average ionized BTacceptor monotonically
increases with an increase in STdonor, as seen in Fig. 2(d).
It should be noted here that, initially, the ionized BTacceptor

increases significantly with STdonor. However, the rate of
increase reduces, as STdonor is increased to higher values.
On the other hand, the 2-DEG density (ns) of the device
increases with an increase in STdonor, as seen in Fig. 3(b)
(inset). This increase in ns would, in turn, require a higher
BTacceptor to result in a depletion similar to that of devices
having a lower ns or lower STdonor. This is further evident
from the channel electron density, extracted after bringing the
device to rest condition (VDS = VGS = 0 V) immediately after
a VDS-Stress of 250 V, shown in Fig. 3(b). The figure shows
a reduced channel depletion for devices having an STdonor

of 2 × 1013 cm−2, despite showing a higher BTacceptor [as
seen in Fig. 2(d)]. Above discussion explains the observed
dependence of dynamic RON of the device on STdonor.

Fig. 2(a)–(c) also depicts a dependence of dynamic RON

of the device on actpol,AlGaN. For a given STdonor value,
the dynamic RON of the device degrades, as actpol,AlGaN is
increased. This is attributed to an increase in ionized BTacceptor,
as actpol,AlGaN is increased, as shown in Fig. 4(a). While
the ionized BTacceptor increased with actpol,AlGaN, the electric
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Fig. 4. (a) Average ionized buffer acceptor trap concentration, extracted
in a window W1, and (b) drain current as a function of actpol,AlGaN. Inset:
Average electron trapping and hole emission rate, both extracted in
window W1, for different values of actpol,AlGaN.

field was found to be independent of actpol,AlGaN (data not
shown here) for the considered range of actpol,AlGaN and
STdonor. On the other hand, Fig. 4(b) depicts an increase in
the OFF-state drain current (ID), as actpol,AlGaN is increased.
Furthermore, this increase in ID is accompanied by an increase
in etrapping, as shown in Fig. 4(b) (inset). At the same time,
hemission, also shown in Fig. 4(b) (inset), is found to be inde-
pendent of actpol,AlGaN. The higher dynamic RON for devices
with higher value of actpol,AlGaN is, thus, caused by an increase
in etrapping, resulting from a higher leakage current in these
devices. The increase in leakage current with actpol,AlGaN is
attributed to an increase in the vertical polarization-induced
electric field within the AlGaN layer [14], which increases
the tunneling-induced gate leakage.

The above discussion establishes that the field relaxation
achieved by a lower STdonor can improve the dynamic RON of
the device. This has also been demonstrated experimentally
in our recent work [13]. To analyze the impact of other
device parameters on dynamic RON, a higher STdonor of
3 × 1013 cm−2 with actpol,AlGaN = 0.5 is used in the sub-
sequent sections. Accounting for device design optimization
for higher STdonor allows the analysis of the complete design
space.

B. Passivation (tpassi) and UID GaN
Channel (tch) Thickness

tpassi and tch can modulate channel electric field condi-
tions and leakage current [12], respectively, and, thus, can
affect dynamic RON of the device. Moreover, since tpassi also
modulates the vertical field near the FP edge, it can also
affect the leakage current path. This makes tpassi and tch to be
dependent variables that should be considered simultaneously
to determine the dynamic RON of the device.

1) Impact on Dynamic RON: Fig. 5(a) compares Vcr of the
device as a function of tch and tpassi. Dependence of dynamic
RON on tpassi can be categorized into two regimes A and B
with tpassi = 80 nm as the boundary value. In regime A,
dynamic RON of the device improves with increasing tpassi.
Moreover, devices show an increased dependence on tch,
as tpassi is increased. On the other hand, as tpassi is increased
further, i.e., for devices in regime B, the dynamic RON of
the device degrades with an increase in tpassi. Moreover, the
dependence of dynamic RON on tch also reduces, as tpassi

Fig. 5. (a) Vcr and (b) VBD of the device as a function of tpassi and tch.
Vcr is VDS-Stress for which dynamic RON becomes 100%. Variation in Vcr
with tpassi is segregated in two regimes, A and B.

Fig. 6. Ionized BTacceptor extracted at a VDS-Stress of 300 V for a tpassi
of (a) 40 nm (regime A), (b) 80 nm (regimes A and B), and (c) 320 nm
(regime B).

is increased. This difference in behavior as tpassi is varied
in regimes A and B suggests different trapping mechanisms
responsible for the observed dynamic RON characteristics.

On the other hand, VBD of the device shows negligible vari-
ation with tpassi, as shown in Fig. 5(b). The tpassi independent
VBD indicates a vertical breakdown in these devices. It is
worth highlighting here that though VBD is independent of
tpassi, dynamic RON of the device shows a dependence on it.
Furthermore, VBD reduces marginally, as tch is increased up
to 200 nm. However, it reduces sharply, as tch is increased
beyond 200 nm, thereby restricting the design window to
tch = 200 nm for optimizing dynamic RON performance.

2) Underlying Physical Mechanism: As discussed in the
previous section, the difference in the dynamic RON of devices
as tpassi is varied in regimes A and B, suggesting the trapping
process to be different in the two regimes. To understand these
trapping processes, Fig. 6 compares ionized buffer acceptor
trap profile for devices with different tpassi values and similar
tch values. It depicts maximum trap ionization to be near the FP
edge for devices with thinner tpassi (regime A) [see Fig. 6(a)].
With an increase in tpassi [see Fig. 6(b)], trap ionization reduces
near the FP edge; however, trap ionization now also starts
happening near the gate edge. As tpassi is increased further
(regime B) [see Fig. 6(c)], the trap ionization near the FP edge
completely disappears. However, now, the trap ionization near
the gate edge increases in magnitude. This indicates a shift in
trapping affected region from FP edge to gate edge, as tpassi

is increased. This shift in trapping regime from FP edge to
gate edge can, in turn, be explained by comparing the electric
field profile for devices with different tpassi values, as shown in
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Fig. 7. (a) Lateral electric field in the channel region extracted along a
cutline C� as a function of tpassi. The field profile is extracted by reducing
trapping in the GaN buffer to zero for a fair comparison. (b) Average
ionized BTacceptor extracted for different tpassi values and a tch of 150 nm
within a window W2 in the GaN buffer.

Fig. 8. Average ionized BTacceptor evaluated in a window W1 near the
field plate edge for (a) different tpassi values with a tch of 150 nm and
(b) different tch values with a tpassi of 40 nm.

Fig. 7(a). It shows a reduction in field magnitude near the FP
edge and an increase in field magnitude near the gate edge,
as tpassi is increased. This change in field magnitude explains
the observed shift in the trapping regime in the GaN buffer.

To further understand the dependence of trapping on tpassi,
the average of ionized BTacceptor is extracted in two windows
W2 and W1, as shown in Figs. 7(b) and 8(a), respectively.
While W2 captures trapping near the gate edge, W1 captures
trapping near the FP edge. Fig. 7(b) indicates that the trap-
ping near the gate edge increases, as tpassi is increased and
becomes significant for tpassi ≥ 80 nm. This leads to an
increase in dynamic RON, as tpassi is increased in regime B.
On the other hand, Fig. 8(a) indicates that the trapping near
the FP edge increases, as tpassi is reduced. This explains the
observed increase in dynamic RON with a reduction in tpassi for
devices in regime A. This dependence of ionized BTacceptor

on tpassi is similar to that of electric field dependence on
tpassi [see Fig. 7(a)], thereby establishing electric field profile
to be responsible for the observed behavior, As explained
earlier, the electric field has a minimal impact on hole
emission, but it significantly modulates electron trapping [see
Figs. 2(e) and 4(b)]. This further establishes electron trapping
to be responsible for the observed dynamic RON behavior of
the device.

To understand the dependence of dynamic RON on tch, the
average ionized BTacceptor was extracted for different tch values
and is shown in Fig. 8(b). It shows that the average trapped
charge decreases with a reduction in tch, and this should lead
to a lower dynamic RON for devices with a thinner channel.
However, thinner channel devices exhibited degraded dynamic
RON behavior, as seen in Fig. 5(a). Despite having a lower

Fig. 9. Electron density extracted along (a) horizontal cutline C� and
(b) a vertical cutline C�� for different tch values. A tpassi of 40 nm is consid-
ered. For extracting the electron densities, the device was brought to rest
condition after forcing it through a stress cycle with VDS-Stress = 200 V.

Fig. 10. (a) Critical VDS-Stress observed in dynamic RON characteristics
of devices with LFP = 4 µm. Variation in Vcr with tpassi is segregated in
two regimes, A and B. (b) Peak magnitude of electric field in a window
near the field plate edge as a function of VDS-Stress and LFP.

trapped charge, the 2-DEG charge density extracted after the
stress cycle shows an increased channel depletion near the FP
edge for thinner channel devices, as shown in Fig. 9(a). This
increase in channel depletion despite having lower trapped
charge density for thinner channel devices can be explained by
considering the tch thickness that is being depleted, as shown in
Fig. 9(b). It shows that the devices with thinner channel need
to deplete a smaller area to deplete the 2-DEG. This leads to
enhanced channel depletion for thinner channel devices even
with a lower ionized BTacceptor.

The above discussion establishes 2-DEG charge depletion
and, hence, the dynamic RON of the device to be dependent
on the following: 1) tch and 2) magnitude of trapped charge
in the C-doped GaN buffer. A higher trapped charge density
will allow 2-DEG depletion even for devices with thicker
channel, and hence, the devices with thicker channel also
exhibit significantly dynamic RON. This is observed for devices
with thinner tpassi in regime A [seen in Fig. 5(a)] and for
devices with thicker tpassi in regime B [seen in Fig. 5(a)]. These
devices showed a higher trapped charge density, as seen in
Fig. 8(a) and (b) for devices in regimes A and B, respectively.
This establishes requirement of considering tpassi and tch simul-
taneously while evaluating the dynamic RON of the device.

C. Field Plate Length

LFP can modulate electric field conditions near the gate and
field plate edge, which can directly modulate dynamic RON of
the device. This makes LFP an important design parameter.

1) Impact on Dynamic RON: Fig. 10(a) compares Vcr for
devices having an LFP = 4 μm for different values of
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tpassi and tch. Devices show a similar dependence on tpassi

as observed for LFP = 1-μm devices [shown in Fig. 5(a)].
Vcr initially increases, as tpassi is increased with devices having
a tpassi of 160 nm showing the best dynamic RON behavior.
However, as tpassi is increased beyond 160 nm, the devices
start showing a Vcr for thinner GaN channels. As discussed
for devices with LFP = 1 μm, the device behavior with tpassi

can again be divided into two regimes A and B with tpassi =
160 nm segregating these two regimes. It should be noted that
tpassi determining the segregation between regimes A and B is
higher for devices with LFP = 4 μm (≈160 nm) as compared
to devices with LFP = 1 μm (≈80 nm). Moreover, the devices
with a larger LFP of 4 μm show a lower Vcr as compared
to devices with LFP = 1 μm [shown in Fig. 5(a)] except
for devices with tch = 50 nm. As seen from Fig. 10(a), Vcr for
devices with tch = 50 nm and LFP = 4 μm is higher than or
equal to that of devices with tch > 50 nm and tpassi < 320 nm.
However, as tpassi is increased to 320 nm, the devices with
a tch of 50 nm again start showing a lower Vcr. This is in
contrast to devices with LFP = 1 μm, wherein a tch of 50 nm
always resulted in a Vcr lower than that of devices with thicker
channel, irrespective of the tpassi value [see Fig. 5(a)].

It is worth highlighting here that LFP of the device is
expected to modulate VBD as well. However, as discussed
earlier, VBD in these devices was determined by vertical stack
breakdown and was independent of LFP (data not shown here).
It should be noted that improving the vertical voltage handling
capability of the device would result in an LFP dependence of
VBD and will be discussed in later sections. However, as the
discussion so far and in this section correlates dynamic RON

with the electric field, these findings remain valid even if VBD

is determined by lateral device breakdown.
2) Underlying Physical Mechanism: To gain further insights

into the phenomenon responsible for the increase in dynamic
RON with LFP, the electric field magnitude near the field plate
edge is compared for devices with different LFP values. The
results, as shown in Fig. 10(b), show a higher electric field
magnitude near the FP edge for devices with larger LFP for
the same applied VDS-Stress. Here, the devices with tpassi =
160 nm and tch = 150 nm are considered for comparing field
conditions, as these devices have very high Vcr (≥500 V)
[see Figs. 5(a) and 10(a)] with negligible trapping in the GaN
buffer. This allows us to compare field conditions that are not
modulated by trapping in the GaN buffer [10]. The observed
higher electric field near the FP edge, for devices with larger
LFP, leads to the earlier onset and increases in the magnitude
of trapping in the C-doped GaN buffer for larger LFP devices,
as shown in Fig. 11(a). This, in turn, leads to lower Vcr in
devices having larger LFP.

a) Explanation for dependence on tpassi: As devices with
larger LFP result in a higher field magnitude near the FP
edge, a thicker tpassi is required for these devices to achieve
a field magnitude similar to that of devices with shorter
LFP. Given that electric field conditions modulate electron
trapping, which determines Vcr, thicker passivation is required
to achieve improvement in dynamic RON in larger LFP devices
as compared to devices with shorter LFP.

Fig. 11. (a) Average ionized BTacceptor, evaluated in the window W1, as a
function of VDS-Stress for devices with different LFP values. Devices had a
tch of 150 nm. (b) Average ionized buffer acceptor trap density extracted
for different tch values within the same window W1 for a device with
LFP = 4 µm.

Fig. 12. VBD as a function of BTdonor for devices with an LFP of (a) 1 and
(b) 4 µm. Inset: Optimized conditions that result in a VBD improvement
with LFP. BTacceptor is taken as 1018 cm−3.

Fig. 13. VBD of the device as a function of BTacceptor for a constant
BTdonor of 1017 cm−3. Devices have an LFP of (a) 1 and (b) 4 µm.

b) Explanation for dependence on tch: As discussed in
Section III-B2, the impact of tch on dynamic RON is determined
by the following: 1) magnitude of the charge trapped in the
C-doped GaN buffer and 2) channel thickness to be depleted
by this charge. Fig. 11(b) compares the average trapped elec-
tron charge in a window near the FP edge for different tch

values. A comparison of this trapped charge with that for
devices with LFP = 1 μm [see Fig. 8(b)] shows a similar
dependence on tch. However, the average trapped charge is
considerably higher for devices with larger LFP. Given that
the average trapped charge can be reduced by increasing tpassi,
a thicker tpassi is now required to reduce this trapped charge
to the levels equivalent to that for devices with LFP = 1 μm.
Moreover, as tch can modulate the 2-DEG depletion only if
average trapped charge is sufficiently low, the longer LFP

devices show an improvement in dynamic RON with tch only
after tpassi is increased beyond 80 nm.

The distinct behavior of devices with a tch of 50 nm
is attributed to lower ionized BTacceptor in these devices,
as seen in Fig. 11(b). A similar reduction in trapped charge
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Fig. 14. Dynamic RON of the device extracted as a function of VDS-Stress for different optimized BTacceptor values. Different device structures are
evaluated with (a) LFP = 1 µm, tch = 100 nm, and varying tpassi; (b) LFP = 4 µm, tch = 100 nm, and tpassi = 40 nm; (c) LFP = 4 µm, tch = 100 nm,
and tpassi = 80 nm; (d) LFP = 4 µm, tch = 150 nm, and tpassi = 40 nm; and (e) LFP = 4 µm, tch = 200 nm, and tpassi = 40 nm. BTdonor is taken as
1017 cm−3.

concentration was observed for devices with an LFP of 1 μm.
However, due to the thinner channel, the impact of this
reduced trapping becomes evident only when the ionized trap
concentration is sufficiently low to have a minimal impact on
the 2-DEG charge density. Hence, the effect is visible only
when tpassi ≥ 80 nm for devices with LFP = 4 μm. The above
discussion establishes that a larger LFP mandates requirement
of a thicker tpassi for optimizing dynamic RON of the device.

IV. OPTIMIZING GaN BUFFER DOPING IN CORRELATION

WITH DEVICE PARAMETERS

Device design till now had focused on improving the
dynamic RON of the device. Vertical stack breakdown resulted
in negligible impact of these parameters on VBD of the
device. The voltage handling capability of the GaN buffer
can be improved by independently optimizing BTacceptor and
BTdonor [12]. The current section analyzes the impact of these
parameters on the dynamic RON of the device and correlates
it with the device parameters discussed till now. A higher
STdonor of 3 × 1013 cm−2 with actpol,AlGaN = 0.5 is considered
in this section, as devices with lower STdonor had negligible
dynamic RON.

A. Optimizing VBD of the Device

1) Maximizing BTdonor: Fig. 12 shows the impact of increas-
ing BTdonor on VBD of the device for a given BTacceptor.
It indicates a considerable improvement in VBD with BTdonor.
However, VBD achieves a peak value and then starts decreasing,
as BTdonor is increased further. This VBD roll-off shows a
dependence on tpassi and tch. The devices with a thicker tch or a
thicker tpassi exhibit VBD roll-off at lower BTdonor. Furthermore,
an increase in LFP of the device is found to modulate VBD

only if device parameters are properly optimized. Fig. 12(b)
(inset) shows that such a condition happens only when BTdonor

is higher (thereby allowing a lateral breakdown), and tpassi is
optimized to 80 nm for tch = 100 nm. Physical mechanism
governing this VBD dependence is discussed in detail in our
earlier works [12], [15]. VBD behavior of the device with
tpassi = 40 nm and LFP = 4 μm is worth mentioning here.
As shown in Fig. 12(b), such devices show a significantly
higher VBD and better tolerance to BTdonor as compared with
other design variants.

2) Minimizing BTacceptor: A reduction in BTacceptor is required
to improve the dynamic RON of the device. This is attributed to
the fact that the dynamic RON is caused by electron trapping or

hole emission from BTacceptor in the GaN buffer. To find out the
possibility of a reduction in BTacceptor without affecting VBD

of the device, the following device candidates showing higher
VBD were analyzed: 1) devices with tch = 100 and 150 nm
for LFP = 1 and 4 μm and tpassi ≥ 80 nm and 2) devices
with tch = 200 nm for LFP = 4 μm and tpassi = 40 nm. The
results for devices with LFP = 1 and 4 μm are shown in
Fig. 13(a) and (b), respectively. Fig. 13(a) shows that the
thinner tch of 100 nm allows BTacceptor reduction up to
5 × 1017 cm−3 irrespective of tpassi. On the other hand,
a thicker tch limits the design window with a requirement
of a BTacceptor of 7 × 1017 cm−3 for tpassi = 80 nm
and 8 × 1017 cm−3 for tpassi > 80 nm. The devices with
LFP = 4 μm showed a similar dependence for these condi-
tions and, hence, have not been shown here. On the other hand,
Fig. 13(b) shows that for tpassi = 40 nm and LFP = 4 μm,
the devices allowed reduction in BTacceptor up to 2 × 1017 and
3 × 1017 cm−3 for tch = 150 and 200 nm, respectively, without
affecting VBD.

B. Buffer Trap Configuration and Dynamic RON

To analyze the dynamic RON of the devices optimized
for maximum VBD, the device variants allowing BTacceptor ≤
5 × 1017 cm−3 are only discussed here. For BTacceptor higher
than this, no significant improvement in dynamic RON was
observed. This restricts tch to 100 nm for LFP = 1-μm devices
while allowing for an increase in tch up to 200 nm for LFP =
4-μm devices. Fig. 14 compares the dynamic RON perfor-
mance of these device variants as a function of BTacceptor.
Irrespective of device parameters, an improvement in dynamic
RON is observed, as BTacceptor is reduced, as seen in
Fig. 14(a)–(e). However, the devices with LFP = 4 μm show
a lower degree of improvement as compared to devices with
LFP = 1 μm. This is attributed to the higher magnitude of
the electric field near the FP edge for larger LFP devices.
This will, in turn, lead to a higher magnitude of charge
trapping in the GaN buffer, offsetting any improvement gained
by a reduction in BTacceptor. However, the use of thinner
passivation (tpassi ≈ 40 nm) for devices with larger LFP allows
the use of a thicker channel and considerable reduction in
BTacceptor, as discussed in the previous section. This allows for
a significant improvement in the dynamic RON of these devices,
as BTacceptor is lowered, as seen in Fig. 14(d) and (e). A thicker
unintentionally doped (UID) GaN channel is desirable for
maintaining excellent channel transport properties offered by
AlGaN/GaN HEMTs. The above discussion establishes that
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a thicker UID GaN channel can be realized by employing a
thinner tpassi and a larger LFP while simultaneously optimizing
C–Si co-doping to minimize dynamic RON while maximizing
VBD of the device.

V. CONCLUSION

The impact of device design and epi-stack parameters on
electron trapping in the GaN buffer and resulting dynamic
RON is disclosed in this work. A higher surface donor trap
concentration (STdonor) was found to result in an increased
electron injection and trapping in the GaN buffer, resulting
in a higher dynamic RON. This was attributed to an increase
in electric field magnitude near the gate and field plate edge
due to higher STdonor. The reduction in STdonor required
to improve dynamic RON was found to be correlated with
the polarization charge in the AlGaN layer. The polariza-
tion charge affected the gate leakage and, hence, modulated
electron injection into the GaN buffer and resulting dynamic
RON. Furthermore, the impact of passivation thickness on
dynamic RON of the device was found to be correlated with
the GaN channel thickness. This was attributed to the impact
of passivation thickness on the electron current leakage path
through the GaN buffer. Moreover, the choice of field plate
length was also found to affect the interplay between the
passivation and the GaN channel thickness in determining
the dynamic RON of the device. Finally, a carbon–silicon
co-doping optimization scheme for GaN buffer was discussed
in correlation to these parameters while considering its impact
on dynamic RON as well as the breakdown voltage (VBD) of
the device. The C–Si co-doping allowed for a reduction in
the requirement of C-doping-induced acceptor trap concen-
tration without affecting VBD of the device. This results in
an improved dynamic RON behavior. The devices with thinner
channel offered a wider buffer-doping optimization window.
However, these devices exhibited a higher dynamic RON as
compared to devices with a thicker channel. On the other
hand, VBD of the device reduced significantly with an increase
in channel thickness. However, buffer-doping optimization for
device variants employing a longer field plate with a thinner
passivation dielectric showed the possibility of simultaneously
achieving a higher VBD and a lower dynamic RON even with a
thicker channel. The thicker channel helps in maintaining the
device’s excellent channel transport properties.
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